MEMBER COMMUNICATIONS

Making super come alive
Member engagement can switch to disengagement and apathy in a
blink of an eye. Jassmyn Goh finds out what strategies super funds are
implementing to avoid super being perceived as bland.

G

etting superannuation fund
members to talk about their
super before they turn 50
has always been a difficult
task. The intangible nature
of super coupled with constantly changing
super legislation has created an environment that easily disengages members.
Technology innovations and data have
helped super funds create more engaging
and effective content for the members, but
they still have a long way to go.
Funds have found members to be
apathetic with their super and the perception and reputation of super as bland and
arcane has not helped.
NGS Super head of brand and digital,
Loyce Cox-Paton, said the challenge for

super funds was being able to cut through
the barrage of information, marketing, and
messages that consumers faced every day.
“We face a lot of competition in the
retail sector that have the resources to
push their messages and offerings into
the market more broadly than us,” she
said.
Cox-Paton also said that compliance
and regulatory issues could affect the way
communications were perceived.
“When a lot of what we must communicate can be out of our control – for
example if it relates to upcoming regulatory changes that may affect members,
it’s not always as easy to engage with
members the way you’d like to,” she said.
“Related to this is an element of uncer-

tainty – perceived or otherwise – about
super that can lead members to disengage. They may feel that no sooner have
they got a handle on super then it just
changes again.”
Agreeing, UniSuper member communications manager, Danielle Clarke said
the constant super changes undermined
people’s trust in the system.
“I think the changes have moved in
many positive directions but the average
consumer really struggles to see those
positive changes. They just see change,”
she said.
MTAA Super executive manager for
marketing, communications, education, and
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